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LETTER TO TH E EDITOR

Nut and peanut butter consumption and risk of prostate
cancer in the NIH-AARP diet and health study
Dear Editor,
Prostate cancer is the second most common cancer among
men worldwide and leading cancer in incidence among
men in the United States (US). In 2018, the US had over
190,000 new prostate cancer cases, accounting for almost
1 in 5 new male cancer diagnoses [1]. A recent review of
dietary factors in relation to prostate cancer risk did not
find evidence regarding nut consumption as neither a risk
nor protective factor, though it has been hypothesized to
be associated with a decreased cancer risk through multiple mechanisms [2].
Nuts are nutrient-dense foods that are rich in important
macronutrients and bioactive compounds such as unsaturated fatty acids (monounsaturated and polyunsaturated
fatty acids), high-quality vegetable protein, fiber, minerals,
tocopherols, phytosterols, polyphenols, resveratrol, phenolic compounds, and folic acid [3]. The nutrients in nuts
may modify specific processes related to cancer development such as regulation of cell differentiation and proliferation, reduction of tumor initiation/promotion and
DNA damage, and regulation of immunologic inflammatory responses [3]. In vitro data also suggests that antioxidant micronutrients protect biomolecules that can influence cancer risk [3, 4].
Prospective analyses in the Health Professionals Followup Study, Adventist Health Study, and the Netherlands
Cohort, as well as a systematic review, examined total
consumption of nuts and peanut butters and reported
no association with prostate cancer risk [5–8]. However,
two case-control studies showed inverse nut consumptionprostate cancer associations [9, 10]. Differences in study
design, sample size and number of events, follow-up time,
and source population may explain the discrepant results.
Given the limited and inconsistent findings, we examAbbreviations: AARP, American Association of Retired Persons; BMI,
body mass index; CI, confidence interval; HR, hazard ratio; IQR,
interquartile range; MUFA, monounsaturated fatty acid; NIH, National
Institutes of Health; PUFA, polyunsaturated fatty acid; RR, risk ratio;
US, United States

ined nut (“peanuts, walnuts, seeds, or other nuts”) and
peanut butter (“peanut butter or other nut butter”) consumption in relation to prostate cancer risk in the prospective National Institutes of Health-American Association
of Retired Persons (NIH-AARP) Diet and Health Study
cohort.
The median follow-up time for this study was 15.0 years
(interquartile range [IQR] = 8.1-15.1 years). Median age of
participants at baseline was 63.7 years (IQR = 58.9-67.4
years), with 93.6% being white non-Hispanics. The mean
(±standard deviation) nut and peanut butter intake were
3.4 (±9.3) and 3.7 (±8.7) grams per day, respectively. The
Pearson correlation between nut and peanut butter consumption was 0.09 (P < 0.0001). Baseline characteristics
of cohort participants are presented in Supplemental Table
S1. Those with higher nut consumption tended to have a
higher education level, consumed more calories, ate more
meat, drank more alcohol, and had higher monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFAs) and polyunsaturated fatty acids
(PUFAs) intake compared to those with low nut consumption. Higher nut consumers were also less likely to smoke
or to have a history of cardiovascular disease, diabetes,
heart disease, or hypertension. Those who consumed more
peanut butter were more likely to eat meat and have higher
MUFA and PUFA intake, and were less likely to drink
alcohol.
Multivariable-adjusted models found no association
between nut consumption and overall prostate cancer risk
(Table 1). Similarly, no significant associations of nut consumption with risk of localized, advanced, or fatal prostate
cancers were found. We observed no statistically significant association between peanut butter consumption (categories of peanut butter consumption vs. none) and risk
of overall prostate cancer or for aggressiveness subtypes
(Table 1).
In the analysis of total nut consumption (nuts and
peanut butter combined), we found no association with
overall prostate cancer risk. However, there was an inverse
association for localized disease (highest versus lowest category, hazard ratio [HR] = 0.77, 95% confidence
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interval [CI] = 0.60-0.99), although with a non-statistically
significant trend (P-trend = 0.36). There was no association
of total nut consumption with neither advanced nor fatal
prostate cancer (Supplemental Table S2).
After multivariable adjustment, greater frequency of nut
consumption (>3-4 times per week) was inversely associated with overall prostate cancer risk (HR = 0.92, 95% CI =
0.87-0.97), when compared with the lowest frequency (less
than 1 time per month; P-trend = 0.005; Supplemental
Table S3). This appeared driven by the association with
advanced disease. Peanut butter consumption frequency
was not associated with overall prostate cancer or with
aggressiveness subtypes. Further adjustment for height,
intakes of dairy and calcium in the models did not change
our results (Supplemental Table S4 and Supplementary
Table S5). Additional models that excluded body mass
index (BMI) and dietary variables to avoid possible over
adjustment yielded similar findings (Supplemental Table
S6 and Supplemental Table S7). Further, no statistically
significant associations between nut or peanut butter
consumption and risk of prostate cancer across subgroups
of selected factors, including age, BMI, race, educational
level, and prostate cancer screening were observed (data
not shown).
In this large prospective cohort study with 16-years of
follow-up, we did not observe an association between
nut or peanut butter consumption and risk of prostate
cancer overall, though there was evidence of an inverse
association between total nut consumption and localized
disease, as well as between greater frequency of nut consumption and overall prostate cancer risk. To our knowledge, this is the largest prospective study to examine the
associations between nut and peanut butter consumption
and overall and stage-specific prostate cancer. Of note,
the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(NHANES) 2005-2010 reported an average nut consumption of 3.3 g per day [11], similar to that in NIH-AARP of
3.4 g per day.
The null nut consumption-overall prostate cancer association reported here is largely consistent with previous
prospective cohort data, i.e., the Adventist Health Study,
with men followed for up to only six years, showed no association between current consumption of nuts and prostate
cancer risk [6], the Health Professionals Follow-up Study
also concluded that there was no association between nut
consumption and prostate cancer incidence (HR = 0.98,
95% CI = 0.89-1.09, P-trend = 0.61), although a possible
association with frequency of consumption was indicated
[5], and the Netherlands Cohort Study also reported no
nut consumption-prostate cancer risk association (HR =
1.09, 95% CI = 0.92-1.29, P-trend = 0.41) [7]. Furthermore,
a recent dose-response meta-analysis (n = 6 studies) found
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no statistically significant association between total nut
intake and risk of prostate cancer; suggesting a limited
number of studies available for analysis, and highlighting the importance of additional prospective large cohort
studies to re-examine these associations [8]. The unique
aspects of our analysis compared to prior studies, which
include the largest sample size to date affording robust
examination of population subgroups and our finding of
an inverse association for more frequent nut consumption. We had extensive data on potential confounding factors and cancer diagnoses. Although there was no association between overall nut consumption and prostate cancer
risk overall, associations for consumption of specific nuts
(e.g., almonds, Brazil nuts, cashews, hazelnuts, pecans,
pistachios, and walnuts) were not examined and remain
unclear but relevant.
Our study suggests that the highest frequency nut consumption (>3-4 times per week) may be related to a lower
risk of overall prostate cancer and that higher total nut consumption could be associated with a lower risk of localized prostate cancer. We attribute the difference in the
prostate cancer risk association between frequency and
total consumption amount to the potentially lower inherent measurement error for frequency of consumption as
compared with total gram consumption which is additionally calculated from estimated portion size. Effectively, the
combined measurement errors from two factors (portion
size and frequency) compared to one remain subject to
greater non-differential misclassification of nut consumption which may have biased those associations toward the
null.
In conclusion, nut and peanut butter consumption were
not associated with prostate cancer risk in this large
prospective cohort analysis. However, more frequent nut
consumption of >3-4 times per week was associated with
significantly reduced risk. Consumption of specific nut
types or additional preparations of nuts were not queried
specifically in our study; therefore, additional prospective
investigations with more detailed nut consumption data
are warranted to arrive at a more complete determination
of the nut consumption-prostate cancer association. Additionally, re-examination of the observed inverse association for more frequent nut consumption and prostate cancer risk is warranted.
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